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Sothic cycle
The Sothic cy cle or Canicular period is a period of 1,461 Egy ptian civ il y ears of 365 day s each or 1,460 Julian y ears
av eraging 365¼ day s each. During a Sothic cy cle, the 365-day y ear loses enough time that the start of its y ear once again
coincides with the heliacal rising of the star Sirius (Ancient Egy ptian: Spdt or Sopdet, "Triangle"; Greek: Σῶθις, Sō̂this) on 19
July in the Julian calendar. [1][a] It is an important aspect of Egy ptology , particularly with regard to reconstructions of the
Egy ptian calendar and its history . Astronomical records of this displacement may hav e been responsible for the later
establishment of the more accurate Julian and Alexandrian calendars.
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Mechanics
The ancient Egy ptian civ il y ear, its holiday s, and religious records reflect its apparent establishment at a point when the return of the bright star Sirius to the night sky
was considered to herald the annual flooding of the Nile. [2] Howev er, because the civ il calendar was exactly 365 day s long and did not incorporate leap y ears until
22 BC, its months "wandered" backwards through the solar y ear at the rate of about one day in ev ery four y ears. This almost exactly corresponded to its displacement
against the Sothic y ear as well. (The Sothic y ear is about a minute longer than a solar y ear.)[2] The sidereal y ear of 365.25636 day s is only v alid for stars on the
ecliptic (the apparent path of the Sun across the sky ), whereas Sirius's displacement ~40˚ below the ecliptic, its proper motion, and the wobbling of the celestial
equator cause the period between its heliacal risings to be almost exactly 365.25 day s long instead. This steady loss of one relativ e day ev ery four y ears ov er the
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course of the 365-day calendar meant that the "wandering" day would return to its original place relativ e to the solar and Sothic
y ear after precisely 1461 civ il or 1460 Julian y ears.

Discovery
This cy cle was first noticed by Eduard Mey er in 1904, who then carefully combed known Egy ptian inscriptions and written
materials to find any mention of the calendar dates when Sirius rose at dawn. He found six of them, on which the dates of much
of the conv entional Egy ptian chronology are based. A heliacal rise of Sirius was recorded by Censorinus as hav ing happened on
the Egy ptian New Y ear's Day between
calculated as a definite 20 July

AD

AD

139 and 142. [3] The record actually refers to 21 July

AD

140 but is astronomically

139. This correlates the Egy ptian calendar to the Julian calendar. Leap day occurs in A D 140,

and so the new y ear on 1 Thoth is 20 July in

AD

139 but it is 19 July for

AD

140-142. Thus he was able to compare the day on

which Sirius rose in the Egy ptian calendar to the day on which Sirius ought to hav e risen in the Julian calendar, count the
number of intercalary day s needed, and determine how many y ears were between the beginning of a cy cle and the observ ation.
One also needs to know the place of observ ation, since the latitude of the observ ation changes the day when the heliacal rising of
Sirius occurs, and mislocating an observ ation can potentially change the resulting chronology by sev eral decades. [3] (Official
observ ations were made at Heliopolis or Memphis near Cairo, Thebes, and Elephantine near Aswan, [4] with the rising of Sirius
observ ed at Cairo about 8 day s after it is seen at Aswan.)[4] Mey er concluded from an iv ory tablet from the reign of Djer that the
Egy ptian civ il calendar was created in 4241

BC,

a date that appears in a number of old books. But research and discov eries hav e

since shown that the first dy nasty of Egy pt did not begin before c. 3100 BC, and the claim that 19 July 4241

BC

is the "earliest fixed

Sirius as the brightest star in the
constellation Canis Major as
observed from the Earth (lines
added for clarity).

date" has since been discredited. Most scholars either mov e the observ ation upon which he based this forward by one cy cle of
Sirius to 19 July 27 81

BC

or reject the assumption that the document in question indicates a rise of Sirius at all. [5]

Chronological interpretation
Three specific observ ations of the heliacal rise of Sirius are extremely important for Egy ptian chronology . The first is the aforementioned iv ory tablet from the reign of
Djer which supposedly indicates the beginning of a Sothic cy cle, the rising of Sirius on the same day as the new y ear. If this does indicate the beginning of a Sothic
cy cle, it must date to about 17 July 27 7 3 BC. [6] Howev er, this date is too late for Djer's reign, so many scholars believ e that it indicates a correlation between the rising
of Sirius and the Egy ptian lunar calendar, instead of the solar civ il calendar, which would render the tablet essentially dev oid of chronological v alue. [5] A new
discov ered Sothis-date from the Old Kingdom and a subsequent astronomic study confirms the Sothic cy cle model Gautschy et al. 2017 A New Astronomically Based
Chronological Model for the Egy ptian Old Kingdom (http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/10.1163/187 41665-12340035)
The second observ ation is clearly a reference to a heliacal rising, and is believ ed to date to the sev enth y ear of Senusret III. This observ ation was almost certainly
made at Itj-Tawy , the Twelfth Dy nasty capital, which would date the Twelfth Dy nasty from 1963 to 17 86

BC.

[3]

The Ramses or Turin Papy rus Canon say s 213 y ears

(1991-17 7 8 BC), Parker reduces it to 206 y ears (1991-17 85 BC), based on 17 July 187 2 BC as the Sothic date (120th y ear of 12th dy nasty , a drift of 30 leap day s). Prior
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to Parker's inv estigation of lunar dates the 12th dy nasty was placed as 213 y ears of 2007 -17 94 BC perceiv ing the date as 21 July 1888 BC as the 120th y ear, and then as
2003-17 90 BC perceiv ing the date as 20 July 1884 BC as the 120th y ear.
The third observ ation was in the reign of Amenhotep I, and, assuming it was made in Thebes, dates his reign between 1525 and 1504

BC.

If made in Memphis,

Heliopolis, or some other Delta site instead, as a minority of scholars still argue, the entire chronology of the 18th Dy nasty needs to be expanded by some 20 y ears. [7]

Observational mechanics and precession
The Sothic cy cle is a specific example of two cy cles of differing length interacting to cy cle together, here called a tertiary cy cle. This is mathematically defined by the
formula 1/a + 1/b = 1/t or half the harmonic mean. In the case of the Sothic cy cle the two cy cles are the Egy ptian civ il y ear and the Sothic y ear.
The Sothic y ear is the length of time for the star Sirius to v isually return to the same position in relation to the sun. Star y ears measured in this way v ary due to axial
precession, [8] the mov ement of the Earth's axis in relation to the sun. The length of time for a star to make a y early path can be marked when it rises to a defined
altitude abov e a local horizon at the time of sunrise. This altitude does not hav e to be the altitude of first possible v isibility . Throughout the y ear the star will rise
approximately four minutes earlier each successiv e sunrise. Ev entually the star will return to its same relativ e location at sunrise. This length of time can be called an
observ ational y ear. Stars that reside close to the ecliptic or the ecliptic meridian will on av erage exhibit observ ational y ears close to the sidereal y ear of 365.2564
day s. The ecliptic and the meridian cut the sky into four quadrants. The axis of the earth wobbles around slowly mov ing the observ er and changing the observ ation of
the ev ent. If the axis swings the observ er closer to the ev ent its observ ational y ear will be shortened. Likewise, the observ ational y ear can be lengthened when the axis
swings away from the observ er. This depends upon which quadrant of the sky the phenomenon is observ ed.
The Sothic y ear is remarkable because its av erage duration was exactly 365.25 day s in the early 4th millennium BC[9] before the unification of Egy pt. The slow rate of
change from this v alue is also of note. If observ ations and records could hav e been maintained during predy nastic times the Sothic rise would optimally return to the
same calendar day after 1461 calendar y ears. This v alue would drop to about 1456 calendar y ears by the Middle Kingdom. The 1461 v alue could also be maintained if
the date of the Sothic rise were artificially maintained by mov ing the feast in celebration of this ev ent one day ev ery fourth y ear instead of rarely adjusting it according
to observ ation.
It has been noticed, and the Sothic cy cle confirms, that Sirius does not mov e retrograde across the sky like other stars, a phenomenon widely known as the precession
of the equinox. Professor Jed Buchwald wrote "Sirius remains about the same distance from the equinoxes—and so from the solstices—throughout these many
centuries, despite precession." [10] For the same reason, the helical rising or zenith of Sirius does not slip through the calendar at the precession rate of about one day
per 7 1.6 y ears as other stars do but much slower. [11] This remarkable stability within the solar y ear may be one reason that the Egy ptians used it as a basis for their
calendar. The coincidence of a heliacal rising of Sirius and the New Y ear reported by Censorinus occurred about the 20th of July , that is a month later after the
summer solstice.

Problems and criticisms
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Determining the date of a heliacal rise of Sirius has been shown to be difficult, especially considering the need to know the exact latitude of the observ ation. [3] Another
problem is that because the Egy ptian calendar loses one day ev ery four y ears, a heliacal rise will take place on the same day for four y ears in a row, and any
observ ation of that rise can date to any of those four y ears, making the observ ation imprecise. [3]
A number of criticisms hav e been lev eled against the reliability of dating by the Sothic cy cle. Some are serious enough to be considered problematic. Firstly , none of
the astronomical observ ations hav e dates that mention the specific pharaoh in whose reign they were observ ed, forcing Egy ptologists to supply that information on
the basis of a certain amount of informed speculation. Secondly , there is no information regarding the nature of the civ il calendar throughout the course of Egy ptian
history , forcing Egy ptologists to assume that it existed unchanged for thousands of y ears; the Egy ptians would only hav e needed to carry out one calendar reform in a
few thousand y ears for these calculations to be worthless. Other criticisms are not considered as problematic, e.g. there is no extant mention of the Sothic cy cle in
ancient Egy ptian writing, which may simply be a result of it either being so obv ious to Egy ptians that it didn't merit mention or to relev ant texts being destroy ed ov er
time or still awaiting discov ery .
One recent popular history of the Ancient Near East by Marc Van De Mierop, in his discussion of chronology and dating, does not mention the Sothic cy cle at all, and
believ es that the bulk of historians nowaday s would consider that it is not possible to put forward exact dates earlier than the 8th century BCE. [12]
Some hav e recently claimed that the Theran eruption marks the beginning of the Eighteenth dy nasty due to Theran ash and pumice discov eries in the ruins of Av aris
in lay ers that mark the end of the Hy ksos era. Because the ev idence of dendrochronologists indicates the eruption took place in 1626 BC, this has been taken to
indicate that dating by the Sothic cy cle is off by 50–80 y ears at the outset of the 18th dy nasty . Claims that the Thera eruption is the subject of the Tempest Stele of
Ahmose I [13] hav e been disputed by writers such as Peter James. [14]

Notes
a. The date slowly varies within the Gregorian calendar, owing to its omission of three leap years every four centuries. It presently occurs on 3 August.[1]
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